
For explorers and connoisseurs
SCEN IC CRU ISES ON LAKE LUCERN E

The best way to see the sights
By taking a cruise on Lake Lucerne you can combine invigorating sightseeing with tranquil relaxation. Our 
elegant ships will take you to the very heart of Switzerland and allow you to get up close with the fantastic 
natural setting of this beautiful region. Gently glide over the deep blue waters while experiencing sheer 
inspiration. Take one of our boats to reach the numerous lakeside railways and then ascend to the heights 
of Mount Rigi or Mount Pilatus. Make your voyage even more refined and dignified, by travelling on one of 
the five nostalgic paddle steamers and having lunch aboard in the Belle Époque dining salon.

Spectacular scenery in the heart of the Alps
The diverse landscape of Lake Lucerne is utterly breathtaking! From the Mediterranean flair of Weggis to 
the dramatic fjords of Uri, the variety on offer is profound. Every bay of the lake has a completely different 
look and feel to it. Quaint little villages and pastoral Alpine meadows add a dreamy touch. Thanks to the 
numerous boat piers and ideal onward connections with mountain railways, aerial cableways or yellow 
postal buses, a boat journey offers ideal access to this natural world of wonder.  

Culinary highlights
What could be nicer than to enjoy mountain magnificence combined with high-end cuisine? From the 
vantage point of our elegant board restaurants, you will have some of the very best views, while benefi-
ting from the luxury of silver service at your table. Let our creative chefs prepare a freshly cooked meal for 
you, which is ideally complemented by our large selection of international wines or popular non-alcoholic 
beverages. After your meal, you might enjoy taking a step onto the open deck and feeling the slight Alpine 
breeze. Throughout the year we also offer specially themed culinary cruises as round-trips from Lucerne, 
these include Mexican nights, fondue specials and much, much more.

Steam nostalgia meets state-of-the-art design
As one of the few operators in the world, we have an original fleet of five genuine paddle steamers all 
dating from the early 20th century. Travelling on these fine ships is like stepping back in time. Enjoy the 
chime of the steam whistle and the splash of the red paddle wheels! Our modern motor vessels are just as 
impressive, featuring state-of-the-art amenities, stylish design and spacious open decks with plenty of sea-
ting in the shade. Our Panorama-Yacht, for instance, has a convertible upper deck roof. 2017 will be marked 
by the launch or our brand new ship, which will completely re-define quality and innovation in Swiss pas-
senger shipping. Stunning highlights will include the luxurious Compass Lounge, the Nautilus Cabin with 
underwater views from below deck as well as the foot bath on the main deck aqua terrace.   

For further discovery, please view all of our offers online at www.lakelucerne.ch
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